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Business Process Description

The DCPDS Interface is an automated solution for employee record creation and maintenance for DAI. The Interface receives human resources (HR) Transaction records initiated in the Defense Civilian Personnel Data System (DCPDS), and uses the "Daily Update File" to create or update HR records in DAI.

When the Daily Update File is received in DAI, it sends out Workflow Notification(s) that contain details about the records transmitted and any errors that may have occurred. Below are some Workflow Notifications sent and the description of their resolution as necessary:

- **FYI-DCPDS**
  This Notification type provides information about transmitted new hire and termination records. No action is needed.

- **DAIMANUAL**
  This notification type provides detailed information for the DAI PMO Helpdesk. The transmitted information may contain errors which may need to be resolved within two agencies regarding an employee.
  - An employee who transfers between Business Group zero agencies requires coordination between the new Agency HR Interface Administrator and the DAI PMO Helpdesk.

- **INTFERR**
  If some of the employee’s HR data is missing, inaccurate (e.g. duplicate social security number), or incomplete, an INTFERR notification is sent with details of what needs to be resolved in DCPDS. Once the issue is resolved in DCPDS, the interface can then be re-submitted from within the DAI Notification.

- **Position Updates**
  For Agencies using approvals based on Position Hierarchy, notifications will be generated when position changes occur. This includes when a person’s position changes from one level to another level, the hire date on the record has changed, or a person has been terminated.

Trigger
- DAI Workflow Notification has been generated as a result of the DCPDS Interface processing.

Prerequisites
- DCPDS Interface has processed

Responsibilities
- HR Interface Administrator – Agency

Menu Path
- Advanced Worklist

Training Exercises:
- None
FYI – DCPDS_Agency – Interface Notification

1. Start the task using the following responsibility and menu path to open the DAI Worklist screen:
   - **Responsibility:** HR Interface Administrator – Agency
   - **Menu Path:** HR Interface Administrator → Advanced Worklist

2. By default, the Worklist displays all open notifications. Click the Select checkbox to select a Notification.
   - Click the Subject link will also open the notification.

3. Click the Open button to view the selected notification(s).
4. View the notification which alerts the **HR Interface Administrator** of **New Hires** and **Terminated** employees in DAI.

   **Note:** Notify the HR CSR of the new hires in order to complete the required information on the HR record in DAI.

**Result**

**Congratulations!** You have successfully reviewed a FYI DCPDS Agency - Interface notification.
1. Start this task using the following responsibility and menu path to open the DAI Worklist screen:

   **Responsibility:** HR Interface Administrator – Agency
   **Menu Path:** HR Interface Administrator → Advanced Worklist

2. By default, the Worklist displays all open notifications. Click the **Select** checkbox next to a notification (or click on the Subject of the notification), or select multiple notifications to open more than one notification at once (these will open in series after you close the previous notification).

3. Click the **Open** button to view the notification(s) selected.
DAI Interface Notification-Error DAIMANUAL

The DCPDS Interface Notification Detail contains:

- Original GEX File Name, DCPDS File Name (MANUAL File Name)
- Employee’s Last Name and First Name
- Action that the Interface was trying to perform
- ‘G’ = Gain (Hire/Rehire), ‘L’ = Loss (or Termination), and ‘C’ = ‘Change’
- Descriptive Error Message

HR CSR-DAI PMO Help Desk

DCPDS interface processes a transfer from one Agency to another by:

Day One
- Sends a “L” record to the Losing Agency in the DAI Interface Error Notification (DAIMANUAL)

Day Two
- Sends a “G” record to the Gaining Agency in the DAI Interface Error Notification (DAIMANUAL).
  The effective date of the hire will be the day of the “L” record.

The DCPDS Interface will process the termination for the Losing Agency. However, the DCPDS Interface cannot process the employee for the Gaining Agency (if both agencies are in Business Group zero) because the employee organization in the DAI HR record has the Losing Agency organization, and the Security Profile for the gaining agency doesn’t have access to change that organization. The update to the organization must be manually changed to complete the transfer from the US Super HRMS Manager responsibility by the DAI PMO Helpdesk.

⚠️ The HR CSR must contact the DAI PMO Help Desk to jointly complete the following actions:

1. HR CSR - Provides the following employee information:
   - Employee Name
   - Effective Date (i.e. the hire date or date of joining the Organization/Agency)
   - Gaining Agency’s name.
2. DAI PMO – Reverse-terminates the employee.
3. DAI PMO – Changes the employee’s organization to the Gaining Agency

After the DAI PMO Helpdesk completes the Agency transfer, they will notify the HR CSR to re-submit the concurrent program.
4. **Re-Submit**: HR CSR – Click the **Re-Submit Concurrent Program** button after the DAI PMO confirms the HR Record has been updated.

**Important Note:**

Coordination is required between the DAI PMO Help Desk and the Agency HR CSR. The DAI PMO Help Desk contacts the HR CSR for the HR CSR to click the Re-Submit Concurrent Program.

The HR CSR can re-submit the interface from the DAI Interface Notification Error screen.

When the record is resubmitted, the interface updates the employee’s HR record with any additional changes, such as Position and Payroll.

**Result**

**Congratulations!** You have successfully handled a DAIMANUAL error and transferred an employee from one Agency to another in DAI.
INTFERR Interface Error Notification

1. Start the task using the following responsibility and menu path to open the DAI Worklist screen:
   
   **Responsibility:** HR Interface Administrator – Agency  
   **Menu Path:** HR Interface Administrator → Advanced Worklist

   ![DAI Worklist]

   - By default, the Worklist displays all open notifications.

2. Click the **Select** checkbox to select a notification or select multiple notifications to open more than one notification at once.

3. Click the **Open** button to view the selected notification(s).
HR CSR
The errors contained in this notification must be resolved in the DCPDS system and re-submitted to DAI once resolved.

INTFERR DAI Interface Notification Error Description Examples:
- Employee SSN/Identification must be provided.
- Employee last name must be provided.
- Change cannot be completed as employee is not in the system.
- Correct SSN must be provided in the data file for record with incorrect SSN.
- Cannot add new employee as employee with this SSN is already in the system.
- Nature of action date must be provided.
- Location Code XXX is not in DAI.

These errors must be researched and resolved in DCPDS and the Notification can be resubmitted.
- In the cases where Location Code or Organization Code not found in DAI, these will have to be resolved in DAI by creating the new Location Code or Organization Code.

Result

Congratulations! You have successfully reviewed the INTFERR error Notification.
Position Change Notification

1. Start the task using the following responsibility and menu path to open the DAI Worklist screen:
   - **Responsibility**: HR Interface Administrator – Agency
   - **Menu Path**: HR Interface Administrator → Advanced Worklist

2. Click the Select checkbox to select a notification or click on the subject line.

3. Click the Open button to view the selected notification(s).
Position Change

In this example, the person has changed from a level 3 to a level 2 position. To resolve, contact the PMO Help Desk to change the agency P2P Hierarchy.

Result

Congratulations! You have successfully reviewed the Position Change Notification.
Hire Date Change Notification

1. Start the task using the following responsibility and menu path to open the DAI Worklist screen:
   - **Responsibility**: HR Interface Administrator – Agency
   - **Menu Path**: HR Interface Administrator → Advanced Worklist

---

E-Business Suite

**Home**

**Navigator**

- Application Administrator, Standard
- Employee Time User TMA
- HR CSR DAU
- HR CSR DCMA
- HR CSR DoDEA
- HR CSR TMA
- **HR Interface Administrator TMA**
  - **Advanced Worklist**
DAI Worklist

2. Click the Select checkbox to select a notification or click on the subject line.

3. Click the Open button to view the selected notification(s).

Hire Date Change

In this example, the person’s Hire Date has changed. The HR Interface Administrator must contact the appropriate person to change the P2P Hierarchy (if the agency is using the Position Hierarchy for P2P Approvals).

Note: The interface sends a notification only if the hire date on the inbound record is equal to or greater than Dec 17, 2012 (the date the interface started receiving the Hire Date in the file).

Result

Congratulations! You have successfully reviewed the Hire Date Change Notification.
Termination Notification

1. Start the task using the following responsibility and menu path to open the DAI Worklist screen:
   - Responsibility: HR Interface Administrator – Agency
   - Menu Path: HR Interface Administrator → Advanced Worklist

2. Click the Select checkbox to select a notification or click on the subject line.

3. Click the Open button to view the selected notification(s).
Termination Change

In this example, the person was Terminated. The HR Interface Administrator must contact the appropriate person to update the P2P Hierarchy (if the agency is using the Position Hierarchy for P2P Approvals). They must also follow their agency business process rules when an employee terminates the agency (eg. Notify the DAI PMO Helpdesk to end-date the user record).

Result

Congratulations! You have successfully reviewed the Termination Notification.